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APPLIANCES– Spray on Ultra-Safe Glass & Tile®. Let sit for a
few seconds, wipe with a terry cloth rag and enjoy the fresh shine.

CABINETS & DRAWERS— To Clean follow Bathroom use.
Spray inside of the cabinets & drawers with the Ultra-Safe Solution.
The Ultra-Safe Solution seems to inadvertently repel ants & insects!!!
COUNTER Tops & CUTTING Boards — To remove
bacteria, dirt, fungus, grease, grime, mildew, mold & stains, spray
with UltraUltra-Safe Plus+® LM (Medical Cleanser).
Cleanser) Let sit 1 minute,
agitate lightly or scrub, rinse with a damp sponge or terry cloth rag.
DISHWASHER—
DISHWASHER—WARNING: Did you know?... that the #1
cause of child poisonings are Dishwasher Detergents! Why eat off
dishes or utensils saturated or soaked in poisonous chemicals?
chemicals?
Use Ultra-Safe Laundry® instead and have a much healthier, natural
and safer home! First, pre-spray baked on or greasy dishes with
Ultra-Safe Degreaser®. Let sit for a few minutes then scrub. In the
dishwasher use 1/2 to 1oz of Ultra-Safe Laundry® for washing and a
1/2 to 1oz of UltraUltra-Safe Polish® for “Sparkling Glasses”.

DISH WASHING— For washing dishes by hand spray on or
use 1-2 oz’s of concentrate in a sink of warm water of the Ultra-Safe
Solution®. Pans & Pots clean up easier if you spray them after use
with Ultra-Safe Degreaser®, then let sit during your meal. If you
have burned food in the bottom of the pan, pour in some extra concentrate and agitate lightly. After your meal, use a scrub pad lightly
to clean and rinse.

DISPOSAL— Use Ultra-Safe Degreaser® concentrate, to help
remove grease and grime buildup & help sanitize your disposal.

FRUITS & VEGGIES—
VEGGIES To Clean and Remove bacteria, dirt,
grime from handling, herbicides, insecticides, pesticides, waxes, etc.
Spray on our New Fruit & Veggie Wash and let soak 1-5 minutes.
Length of time for fruits or veggies depends on it’s porous texture.
HOOD—Spray the hood & screen with the Ultra-Safe Degreaser®.
If heavy grease and grime, scrub with a brush and rinse with a damp sponge
or terry cloth rag. Use Ultra-Safe Polish® to shield and shine if so desired.

OVEN— NO Rubber Gloves or Opening Windows Required!
Required!
Warm oven to 90-100 degrees and spray in the Ultra-Safe Solution®.
Let sit a few minutes and agitate
lightly. Apply a 2nd time if needed.
Scrub the racks with a stiff brush and
rinse the oven and racks clean with
damp sponge or terry cloth rag.
STOVETOP— Spray the top with
the Ultra-Safe Degreaser, let sit a few
seconds. Wipe with a damp sponge
or terry cloth rag. Burned on food
may require a scrub pad to loosen it.
Re-spray as needed. If a solid top,
spray with Ultra-Safe Polish then buff
with a dry cloth to restore the luster.

